In the social-collaboration scenario, the social-collaboration tasks need to be completed/coordinated by multiple people. For example, in the field of open-source software development, most software developments require multiple developers to collaborate with each other. With the increase in the number and variety of social-collaboration tasks, it is difficult for individuals to discover socialcollaboration tasks that they can participate. If we can help match the social-collaboration tasks with appropriate users, the quality and speed of these tasks will be improved, thus social organizations (e.g., companies, teams, and research institutions) and individuals can improve productivity, which is very significant. However, most related work in recommending individuals to participate in social-collaboration tasks mainly focus on individual's data features/characteristics (e.g., personal behaviors and attributes), and little work is based on the social collaborative data features/characteristics within the individual's participation in the social-collaboration tasks, such as the types of social-collaboration tasks that individuals participate, collaborative content, collaborative behavior, collaborative intensity, and so on. This paper proposes a universal recommendation method based on personal social-collaboration preferences, which is used to recommend the social-collaboration tasks that individuals can participate. The characteristics of social-collaboration data contain a large number of individuals' preferences for social-collaboration, which helps improve recommendation performance. We perform a large number of experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, based on our collected real-world data sets in the open source software development services (Bugzilla and Github). Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can be well applied to the social-collaboration task recommendation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, more and more individuals are involved in socialcollaboration tasks. The social-collaboration platform based on the Internet can help multiple people achieve collaborative tasks such as Github [1] service that is a web-based open source software development and Wiki [2] service that is a website on which users collaboratively modify content and structure. In addition to Github and Wiki services, TracWiki, MediaWiki, and PukiWiki [3] , [4] are network-based multiuser social-collaboration services. They are mainly used to communicate, share, and cooperate with employees within the enterprise. When individuals use the web-based socialcollaboration platform, a large amount of personal behavior data is generated. These personal behavior data can reflect individuals' preferences and interests in participating in the social-collaboration. An illustration of social-collaboration with multiple users involved is shown in Figure 1 . Users (users 3 and 4 in Figure 1 ) can participate in multiple socialcollaboration tasks with their own interests. In many fields, online social-collaboration service providers extract personal behavior preferences and interests from these personal behavior data to achieve different purposes.
In the network-based social-collaboration, individuals have to face enormous and complicated social-collaboration tasks, which is difficult for social tasks to quickly and accurately discover/locate appropriate individuals that they can participate/interest. If we can help social tasks match the appropriate individuals, it could improve the quality of the social-collaboration tasks, which is very significant to help companies/teams/individuals improve their productivity. How to quickly and accurately recommend social tasks that individuals can participate requires a personalized socialcollaboration task recommendation method.
The personalized social-collaboration task recommendation method is that recommends appropriate individuals to social-collaboration tasks based on individuals' interests, preferences, and behavior habits. Personalized recommendation technology has been widely studied and applied in e-commerce, search engine, and software engineering [5] - [7] . Nowadays, due to the vigorous development of web-based social-collaboration platforms, related theories and applications have gradually become the focus in research. In most related work, the recommendation for social-collaborative tasks is mainly oriented to specific areas (such as the multi-user collaborative creation of hypertext, software development, etc.), and little work proposes a universal social collaborative task recommendation algorithm applied to multiple scenarios.
On another hand, most related work is mainly based on the user's own degree of interest in the recommended products, or based on his/her behavioral preferences. However, they rarely consider the social preferences that users embody in their participation in social-collaboration tasks. For example, how frequently do users interact with other users when they participate in social-collaboration tasks? The higher is the frequency, the stronger is the willingness of the user to participate in collaborative tasks. The contribution rate of the user to a social-collaboration task, i.e., the user's workload as a percentage of all users' workload, the higher the contribution rate indicates that the user is more interested in this type of social-collaboration tasks. We believe that individual's social preferences are more conducive to improving recommendation performance, especially when social collaboration tasks are recommended. This paper proposes a universal recommendation method based on personal social preferences. This method integrates the social preferences that embody in their participation in social-collaboration tasks. It is used for recommending suitable users to social-collaboration tasks. This paper is based on the assumptions that we convert users' social preferences into some data features that embody in users' historical data set. We extract some data features from the raw data for use in model construction. Data features [25] are the characteristics (variables, predictors) selection in machine learning, which are used to enable the algorithm to achieve better performance.
Each user has a different degree of interest for the same data feature, and we regard the degree of interest on the same data feature as the preference. Our recommendation method extracts multiple data features (e.g., task-type, taskseverity, individual behavior, and collaborative relationship, etc.) from user-involved social-collaboration tasks. If a user is interested in a social-collaboration task, that is, the user is interested in the data features contained in these social tasks. Our recommendation method also attempts to extract the degree of interest of different data features. By comparing the different user's data features (including the degree of interests) with the data features of new social-collaboration tasks, the users with the greatest relevance is recommended to each social-collaboration task.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare the recommendation performance (e.g., precision, recall, etc.) with other methods which are based on personal behavioral preferences (not social preferences). All algorithms are running on two real-world data sets that we have collected from web-pages. One data set is from opensource software development Github, and another data set is from Bugzilla that is a web-based general-purpose bugtracker and testing tool. These two data sets are fit for our scenario that multiple users participate in social-collaboration tasks. The experimental results show that our proposed method based on personal social preferences can improve the performance of recommending social-collaboration tasks.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a universal recommendation method based on personal social preferences. This method extracts various data features from social-collaboration tasks that user participates and computes the degree of interest for each data feature. The goal is to recommend suitable users to social-collaboration tasks.
• We combine personal social preferences and personal behavioral preferences extracted from engaged social tasks, which helps to improve the performance of recommendation.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments on two realworld data sets crawled from Github and Bugzilla with three different metrics. The experimental results VOLUME 6, 2018 demonstrate that our method can be well applied to social-collaboration task recommendation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the notions and the problem definition of social-collaboration task recommendation. Section 3 presents a personal social preferences model. Section 4 designs and implements the proposed recommendation algorithm. Section 5 analyzes the performance of the recommendation algorithm by performing experiments. Section 6 shows the related work. Section 7 summarizes this paper and presents the future work.
II. NOTIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
This section presents definitions of related notions and gives the formal description of the problem of recommending social-collaboration tasks.
Definition 1 (Personal Preferences (PP)): Since different users have different degrees of interest for different data features. We regard the collection of degrees of interest on different data features as personal preferences. In other words, personal preferences is a collection of multiple data features (df ) with their degrees of interest (di). Formally, PP =
. We assume that personal preferences consist of personal social preferences (PSP) and personal behavioral preferences (PBP). Formally, PP = {PSP, PBP}, PSP = {CTP, CRP}.
Definition 2 (Personal Social Preferences (PSP)):
It refers to the user's degree of social interest in some data features that user participates in social-collaboration tasks. PSP can be subdivided into collaborative-task preferences (CTP) and collaborative-relationship preferences (CRP).
Definition 3 (Collaborative-Task Preferences (CTP)): It refers to the degree of interest in data features on socialcollaboration tasks. For example, the types of tasks that users interested can be classified (by text classification) as {A: online knowledge editing, B: software development, C: internal collaboration, D: . . . , etc.}, task-severity: {Crit-ical, Major, Normal, Minor, Trivial, . . . ,etc.}, task-priority: {P1, P2, P3, . . . , etc.}, task-status: {New, Resolved, Reopen, Closed} and so on.
Definition 4 (Collaborative-Relationship Preferences (CRP)): It refers to the degree of interest in the data features on the collaborative-relationship with other users. For example, collaborative-scale in social-collaboration tasks: {less: 2-5 individuals, generally: 5-10 individuals, more: 11 or more individuals}, the collaborative-intensity that interacts with other users: {Strong, Medium, Weak}, the impact on other users: {has no effect, can be referred, must learn}, collaborative-contribution: {A: 1%-30%, B: 31%-70%, C: 71%-99%}, collaborative-role: {member, leader, collaborator} and so on.
Definition 5 (Personal Behavioral Preferences (PBP)):
It refers to user's degree of interest in the data features on personal behaviors (emphasizing his own behaviors and not interacting with other users). For example, the user's interested personal behaviors: {update, comment, ask, request}, the ability that user possesses: language ability: (English, Chinese, French), knowledge and skills and so on.
Our proposed method attempts to extract CTP, CRP, and PBP described above (e.g., task type, task severity, individual behavior, and collaboration relationship, etc.) from userinvolved social-collaboration tasks. Our method also attempts to quantify these degrees of interest for various preferences.
Definition 6 (Social-Collaboration Task Recommendation Problem (SCTRP)): Given a social-collaboration team/organization Group, a set User = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n }, (n > 2) denotes a collection of users in that Group. SocialTask m = {st 1 , st 2 , . . . , st m } denotes a collection of social-collaboration tasks, which are jointly completed by these users over T time period. We first extract some data features of various preferences (CTP, CRP, and PBP) from SocialTask m . Then, we calculate the degrees of interest on these data features. Formally, CTP k1 = {(df
is the number of data features on CRP.
is the number of data features on PBP.
If new social-collaboration tasks ST w = {st 1 , st 2 , . . . , st w } are generated in the future T + 1 period, our goal is to recommend these social-collaboration tasks ST w to interested users. Formally, a recommendation algorithm using these historical data CTP k1 , CRP k2 , PBP k3 , ST w , and we aim at learning a function f :
where u i , u j , u z ∈ User.
III. PERSONAL SOCIAL PREFERENCES MODEL
We adopt the vector space model [8] to model personal social preferences. Our model differs from the traditional vector space model in that we aggregate the data features with the highest weight from the user's various preferences. The weights of various data features represent the degree of interest for personal social preferences. The model is represented as a two-dimensional table. Personal preferences are influenced by CTP, CRP, and PBP, which can be represented as:
Among these various features, in order to clearly distinguish the category of data feature and quantify the degree of interest, we extend the Social Preferences two-dimensional Table ( For example, the categories of data features in CTP can be divided into task-types, task-descriptions, task-status, task-severity, task-priority, and task-platform, etc. The categories of data features in CRP can be divided into the number of people involved in the task, the collaborative intensity of interactions with other users, the impact on other users, the type of collaboration relationships, etc. The categories of data features in PBP can be divided into the personal abilities which are used to complete tasks, personal behaviors, personal data description, etc. Therefore, a tree structure of "PreferencesData Features-Feature Values" can be constructed as shown in Figure 2 .
IV. RECOMMENDATION METHOD
This section presents the proposed recommendation algorithm based on personal social preferences in detail.
A. PREFERENCES EXTRACTION
We construct the SPT by observing and extracting various data features from historical logs that users participate in social-collaboration tasks. In order to distinguish the different interests of different users for the same feature value, we adopt the weight variable w p k to indicate the degree of interest of a user for a certain feature value. We believe that different data features and feature values have different effects on different users. That is to say, different users value different features and feature values to decide to whether they would participate in a social-collaboration task. Some feature values have a greater impact on users, while other feature values have a smaller impact. To provide each user with in-depth personalized and fine-grained recommendations, we assign different weights to different feature values according to the degree of interest, which can improve the performance of the recommendation. In accordance with the social-collaboration preference model, we calculate the weight for each feature value. The weight w p k =v j k on the j-th feature value of k-th data feature is calculated as follow:
Where NF(p k = v j ) denotes the total number that data feature p k is equal to the j-th feature value v j , SF(p k ) denotes the total times that user interacts with data feature p k (with any feature values of p k ), ns(p k ) denotes the number of all different feature values of data feature p k . At the same time,
Where AF(p k = v j ) denotes average times that the feature p k is equal to the j-th feature value v j from all users, SF(p k ) denotes average times that each user interacts with data feature p k . Balanced coefficient BC(p k = v j ) is to balance the influence of user's habits on real degree of interest. The following gives a simple example that intuitively illustrates the extracting process of personal social preferences.
In the example, the user-set defined by U = {u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 5 } that represents all members in a group. The set SocialTask 100 = {st 1 Table 1 shows some examples of social-collaboration task logs. We describe the processes of the preferences extraction algorithm as follows.
Step 1 (Aggregating Each User Tasks): From all users' social-collaboration logs, we aggregate all the socialcollaboration tasks that each user participates in. The reason why we aggregate all the tasks of each user is to mining each user's different preferences. So that we can provide user deep personalized recommendations, rather than provide a standardized recommendations. For example, for the user u 4 , all social-collaboration tasks that he participates in are represented by ST 4 = {st 2 , st 5 , . . . , st 100 }, for the user u 1 , all social collaboration tasks that he participates in are represented by
Step 2 (Calculating the Correlation): Since we believe that different data features have different effects on different users, we need to find out the features with strong correlation. So we calculate the correlation between different features and collaborative intensity. This step is performed for each user. If the feature and the collaborative intensity are positively correlated, we assume that this data feature to be valid, otherwise we remove the feature from the user's SPT i . Specifically, we estimate the correlation by calculating the Pearson Product Coefficient [9] that between data features and collaborative intensity.
For example, for user u 1 , the correlation that between the behaviors data feature and the collaborative intensity is 0.56, which shows that the behaviors data features have a positive impact on participating in social-collaboration tasks. For user u 2 , the correlation that between task-type data feature and collaborative intensity is 0.03, which shows that the tasktype data feature has little impact on participating in social collaboration tasks. So this task-type feature can be ignored.
Step 3 (Calculating the Weight): In terms of the equation (4) and (5), we calculate the weight of each data feature. Our goal is to quantify the impact of different feature values of data features on participation in social-collaboration task. This can improve the performance of recommendation. After that, the calculated weight are filled into u i 's SPT i .
For instance, if we want to calculate the w severity=Major 3 that is the weight value of the severity data feature. The number of tasks with severity (data feature) is equal to Major (feature value) is 25, the total number of tasks that user participates is 82, the average number that each user participates in the same severity's feature value (Major) is 16, the average number of each user participates in social task is 80. Step
(Removing Uninterested Feature Value):
The feature value with weight value is less than the weight threshold parameter v s is removed from his SPT . Finally, it outputs user u i 's SPT i . It should be noted that each user has a different SPT s due to the different personalization of each user.
For example, if the weight threshold parameter v s is 0.1, and it outputs the SPT 3 .
The Preferences Extraction algorithm's pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1.
B. SOCIAL-COLLABORATION TASK RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
If new social-collaboration tasks SocialTask w = {st 1 , st 2 , . . . , st w }, (w > 2) are generated in the future (T + 1) period, our goal is to recommend these social collaborative tasks SocialTask w to interested users set: {u i , u j , etc.}. This paper proposes a universal recommendation method based on personal social preferences and behavioral preferences. This method establishes each user's SPT i , that is, a preferences model that we learned from user collaborative history data. This model utilizes feature values with high weights to describe user's preferences. In the process of recommendation, we calculate the similarity between personal data features and the data features of the new tasks. Then, we recommend the most similar social tasks to users. We describe the processes of the Recommendation Social-collaboration Task (RST) algorithm as follows.
Step Step 2 (Calculating Similarity): We calculate the similarity between the TFVV h and different users' SFVV i . We represent them as feature value vectors, and we can use these weight vectors to measure similarities between new tasks and users' social preferences. We use the cosine similarity [9] to measure. The similarity formula is as follows:
where SFVV i denotes user u i 's Social Feature Value Vector, TFVV h denotes the Task's Feature Value Vector of the h-th (h ⊂ w) new social task.
Step Return {u} h the highest similarity as our target user set {u i , u j , u z } h and recommend this task st h to these users.
The Recommendation Social Task (RST) algorithm's pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2.
V. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we perform experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. First of all, we introduce the experimental data set. Then, we represent the experimental setup, environment, and evaluation metrics. Next, the experimental results and analysis are shown. Finally, parameter tuning and performance analysis are given.
A. DATA SET
We perform the experiments by using two real-world data sets. By crawling the web-pages, we collect two real-world data sets which are from Bugzilla and Github. In these two service scenarios, the user is the developer, the socialcollaboration tasks in the Bugzilla data set is the bug, the social-collaboration tasks in the Github data set is the issue. A social-collaboration scenario is where multiple developers in a group/team address program bugs/issues by discussing, learning, editing, and updating code. Therefore, these two data sets fit our scenario that multiple users participate in social-collaboration tasks. In addition, the developer's data is rich and publicly available in both web-sites. The crawled web-pages of the two web-sites are shown in Figure 3 .
The collected Bugzilla data set contains a total of 41,686 modification bugs and the Github data set contains Tables 2 and 3 . The features/attributes of the two data sets are not exactly the same. We upload the pre-processed data sets to our web disk. 1
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ENVIRONMENT 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed RST algorithm, we divide the two data sets into 80% of the training data and the remaining 20% of the test data, respectively. First of all, we run the PreferencesExtraction (Algorithm 1) on the training data to obtain SPT that can describe each user's social preferences. We then implement the RecommendationSocialTask (Algorithm 2) on test data to recommend a set of interested users set {u i , u j , u z } h for each new social-collaboration task. At the same time, we also perform other comparison methods (PBM) that only based on the user's personal behavior preferences (without social preference features). In addition, user-task matrix-based collaborative filtering methods (UCF and BCF) [6] , [19] can also help users recommend social collaboration tasks. All methods are running on two data sets. We compare their recommended performance under the evaluation metrics.
1 https://pan.baidu.com/s/1cVyoX9PIGowSk7ZyGKADuw
On another hand, in order to ensure the stability of the recommendation results, and the contingency of results can be avoided. We perform a 5-fold cross validation [10] of all the algorithms (including our algorithm and the comparison methods). In particular, We divide the data set into 5 equal parts. Four of them are taken as training set and the remaining one is used as testing set. Finally, it takes the average of all cross-validations as the final results. In addition, we also perform parameter tuning and performance evaluation experiments for the algorithm.
2) EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The programming environment is Python 3.5.2 and MongoDB v3.2.7, the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is Pycharm 2017. The computing configuration environment is Intel Core(TM) i3-2100 CPU 3.10GHz, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB hard disk space and Window 10 64-bit operating system.
3) EVALUATION METRICS
We adopt precision (precision@K ), recall (recall@K ) and F − measure to evaluate the recommendation performance. In our experiments, we recommend K users for each socialcollaboration task. The precision is defined as the ratio of the number of social-collaboration tasks that user actually 45212 VOLUME 6, 2018 participates to the number of all recommended collaborationtasks by the method. The formula of precision@K is shown as follows:
Where T i is the number of social-collaboration tasks that the user u i actually participates in, R i is the number of all recommended social-collaboration tasks to user u i by the method, and n is the number of all users. The recall@K is defined as the probability of participating in any socialcollaboration task, that is, the number of social-collaboration tasks that each user actually participates in is the proportion of all social-collaborative tasks (including recommended and not recommended tasks). The formula of recall@K is shown as follows:
Where AN is the number of all social collaboration tasks in the test set. F − measure is defined as the harmonic mean of the precision@K and recall@K . Its formula is shown as follows:
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We compare Recommendations SocialTask (RST) algorithm with PBM, UCF and BCF algorithm on the evaluation metrics. Tables 4 and 5 compare the results of the various methods in the Bugzilla and Github data sets, respectively. We use precision@4, precision@8, recall@4 and recall@8 as evaluation metrics. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 , which indicate that:
(1) PBM algorithm based on personal behavior preferences is superior to UCF and BCF which are based on collaborative filtering, indicating that personalized socialcollaboration task recommendation is very necessary. (2) The precision of UCF, PBM and RST algorithm increase as the K value increases, and the BCF algorithm increase slowly. The main reason is that the BCF algorithm has nothing to do with the K number of recommendations when it calculates the similarity between different tasks. This indicates that the recommendation performance which calculates the similarity between the task feature value vector and the user preference feature value vector is better than the recommendation performance which calculates the similarity between different tasks. 
D. PARAMETER TUNING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 1) THE EFFECT OF PARAMETERS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We examine the effect of the weight threshold parameter v s on the precision of the recommendation results. The weight threshold parameter v s is used to determine the retained feature values within SPT . We fix other experimental environment/variable, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . 
2) RUNNING TIME WITH VARYING NUMBER OF TASKS
We further investigate the effect of the number of socialcollaboration tasks on the running time of the algorithm. We fix the other experimental environments and vary the number of social-collaboration tasks. At the same time, we calculate the running time of all methods. The experimental results on the two data sets are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The experimental results show that with the increase of the number of tasks, the running time of the three algorithms is gradually increasing. When the number of tasks, i.e., AN ≤ 15, 000, the running time of the RST algorithm increases more slowly. When AN ≤ 30, 000, the running time of the RST algorithm is lower than other comparison algorithms. This is mainly because the UCF algorithm based on collaborative filtering needs to repeatedly calculate the similarity between a large number of different users in each recommended process, whereas the RST algorithm only needs to calculate the similarity between the SFVV and TFVV once. The RST algorithm runs faster on the Github dataset than on the Bugzilla dataset. This is mainly due to the fact that the Bugzilla dataset has more data features than the Github dataset. The RST algorithm needs to calculate the weight value of each data feature when establishing the SPT . 
3) RUNNING TIME WITH VARYING WEIGHT THRESHOLD PARAMETER v s
We also study the effect of weight threshold parameter v s on the running time. We fix the other experimental environments and vary v s . At the same time, we calculate the running time of RST. The experimental result is shown in Figure 8 . We observe that as the weight threshold parameter v s increases, the running time of the RST algorithm gradually decreases. When v s is between 0.1 and 0.15, the running time tends to be stable, when the v s exceeds 0.15, it drops rapidly. This is mainly because when the v s is less than 0.1, there are a large number of weighted terms of feature value in SPT , each weighted terms needs to be matched and the weights are calculated during the recommendation. However, with the increase of the v s , feature values that are not user-interested are removed, and the feature values that the algorithm needs to match are reduced.
VI. RELATED WORK
As far as our investigations are concerned, there is currently litter research on the universal recommendation for personal social-collaboration tasks. We compare the following two researching aspects to reflect the significance of our work.
A. PERSONAL SOCIAL PREFERENCE MODEL
Regarding the preference model for individuals participating in social-collaboration tasks, most of the related work focuses on modeling general user preferences. At present, there are mainly three methods for modeling user preferences: spatial boolean model, vector space model, and latent semantic indexing model. The spatial boolean model is given a series of characteristic variables with binary logic. For example, the literature [11] extracts these variables from user's historical data and uses Boolean operations to represent user portraits as Boolean expressions. Regarding the vector space model, Salton et al. [12] utilize user preference documents with high weight keywords to establish the vector, where the weights are calculated by using the TF-IDF (term frequencyinverse document frequency) method. Chen et al. [13] establish a user preference document by utilizing user browsing behaviors and user-active feedback. Latent semantic indexing model [14] utilizes the relationship between data features and user data to establish the semantic structure of information. This model can reflect the most important correlative patterns between data.
In our work, we extend the vector space model so that user's social preferences, task preferences, and personal behavioral preferences can be expressed in terms of keywords and weights. Moreover, we consider that different feature values have different degrees of influence on the user, then we assign different weights to different feature values.
B. UNIVERSAL SOCIAL-COLLABORATION TASKS RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
Regarding the recommendation algorithm for socialcollaborative tasks, most of the related work is concerned with the accuracy of the recommended algorithm. These recommendation methods include Content-based [15] , [16] , Collaborating Filtering [17] - [19] , Demographic [20] , and Hybrid [21] . For example, Orii and Naoki [22] propose a recommendation method based on user collaborative filtering to recommend software libraries that may be interested to developers. Brch et al. [23] propose a content-based recommendation method to recommend related software libraries to developers by mining their behavioral data. Xuan et al. [24] model the developer prioritization in a bug repository and assists in predictive tasks with his model.
The differences between our proposed recommendation algorithm and related work: (1) Related work is always restricted to a specific scenario for the recommendation. However, we propose a universal social collaborative task recommendation algorithm, which can be applied to the universal scenarios (e.g., software library recommendation and internal collaboration of company and so on). (2) Our method integrates the social preferences, personal behavioral preferences and task preferences that individuals involved in. Our method also extracts a variety of data features from social preferences, while most related work only considers personal behavioral preferences. (3) Our method considers that different feature value have different effects on individual participation in social-collaboration tasks. Therefore, we assign different weights to different feature value to indicate the degree of interest/importance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a recommendation method based on personal social preferences in the multiple users social collaborative scenario. This method is used universally to recommend social-collaboration tasks that users can participate/intereste. This method integrates the personal social preferences and personal behavioral preferences that users participate. Furthermore, this method utilizes the weights of the feature values to represent the degree of interest/influence on users' participation. Finally, we carry out comprehensive experiments by using the two collected real-world data sets. The experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Future work: We intend to design and implement a feedback learning mechanism to further improve the accuracy of recommendation. We also consider that user satisfaction and recommendation agility would affect the accuracy of recommendations. User agility refers to how long it takes the user to respond to the recommendation, and the quicker the response is, the higher the agility is. In addition, the efficiency of the RST algorithm will be further improved to accommodate more social collaborative tasks.
